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Section 1: Evaluation of Sources 
 
In South African history, a major debate of the Second Boer War (South African War) is around 

the involvement of other ethnic South African groups, besides the European powers. Thus, I 

have chosen the question To what extent can the South African War be considered a “white 

man’s war”?. The first source I have chosen is a letter extract of a British officer of Imperial 

Yeomanry (presumed to be Lionel George Curtis). The second source is a photograph of 

Driefontein Group No. 1 depicting Boer commandos posing with Black South Africans. The 

sources can be found in Appendix A and B respectively. 

 

The origin of L. G. Curtis’ letters is valuable in answering the question. Curtis was a war 

volunteer, therefore he may have had genuine interest in the politics during the war, giving 

insight into who participated in it. Secondly, the content of the letters is valuable because the 

creator includes details about the participation of Afrikaans “burghers”1 and notes that the 

conflict was between the Boers and the British2. These pieces of content give valuable insight 

into the participation of the war. 

 

 
1 Diary Extract A (Appendix A): “[Bob] ordered all the burghers living near here to assemble at a farm […]. I 
read [Bob’s proclamation] over to them and explained what would have to be done if guerrilla warfare went 
on. Their faces got longer and longer […] when they heard Kruger had deserted them.” 
 
2 Diary Extract B (Appendix A): “We have also heard extraordinary rumors of war being declared between 
German and Russia over the Chinese question. I only hope to goodness that this is not true, as there would be 
no telling of what would be the […] affect on this war. It might give the Boers fresh impetus by making them 
imagine that we might become involved elsewhere.” 
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However, the limitation of the source is in its content and purpose. This is an informal, 

casually worded diary of letters3 4. While it may contain Curtis’ true views, it does not detail 

events in the war or serve to do so. Moreover, the letters cover personal details and is thus 

not comprehensive in answering the research question. 

 

Photograph A: Driefontein Group Number 1. Full description and source in Appendix C. 

 

The photograph above has value in its content. It is photographical evidence, which could not 

have been edited, of Black South African involvement in the South African War. In addition to 

this, the photograph’s origin has value because it even represents ethnic South Africans and 

Europeans both participating in the war since its beginnings. 

 

However, the source is limited in its content. The source is only one picture of Black South 

African involvement, and that in itself does not fully refute the claim that the South African 

War was a “white man’s war” because this may be the only instance in which ethnic South 

 
3 Diary Extract B (Appendix A): “I only hope to goodness that this is not true, as there would be no telling of 
what would be the result or rather affect on this war.” 
 
4 Diary Extract A (Appendix A): “Their faces got longer and longer and they were rather flabbergasted when 
they heard Kruger had deserted them.” 
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Africans became involved in the war. Thus it is not comprehensive enough to help answer the 

research question, as an isolated source. 

 

Section 2: Investigation 

Participation 

 

L. G. Curtis’ diary can support the view that only European powers were included in the war 

when he describes his interactions with Afrikaans “burghers” and needing a Dutch interpreter 

to “explained to them what would have to be done if guerrilla warfare went on” against the 

British in Extract A. In addition to this, Curtis was worried that the Boers may get “a fresh 

impetus” for brutal battle with the British from the rumours of a war between Germany and 

Russia if Britain were to get involved, described in Extract B. The exchanges and warfare 

politics between the British and the Boers that is described in this journal could be interpreted 

as him portraying a war between only European powers. Supporting this perspective is 

Afrikaans historian FA Van Jaarsfeld, who says that “anyone wishing to gain a proper 

understanding of South African history, will have to give some attention to the struggle waged 

between British imperialism and Afrikaner nationalism”5 also assuming the notion that the 

dispute did not or intended not to include ethnic South Africans. Jaarsfeld does however 

briefly touch on the British employment of “about 10 000 non-Whites in their war effort”6, 

which shows some nuance. As the evidence and the historian suggest, the South African War 

 
5 Van Jaarsfeld, F. A. (1975). From Van Riebeeck to Vorster: 1652-1974. An introduction to  

the history of the Republic of South Africa (p. 188). Johannesburg: Perskor. 
 

6 Ibid. p. 204 
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can be perceived as a “white man’s war”. However, the limitation of this perspective is that 

it ignores much evidence that does suggest there was more participation of ethnic South 

Africans in the South African War. 

 

Revisionists of the South African War have unearthed evidence since the 1970s that Black and 

other ethnic South Africans participated in the war, such as the photograph of the Driefontein 

scout group during the siege of Ladysmith. This piece of evidence does challenge the view of 

a “white man’s war” where the European powers did not or intended not to include ethnic 

South Africans, albeit to a small extent. However, other evidence from historian Peter 

Warwick states that there were “at least 10 000 and possibly as many as 30 000 Blacks” that 

fought, in battle, on the British side.7 This confirms Van Jaarsfeld’s evidence and view, but 

simultaneously challenging the “white man’s war” perspective by introducing a range of Black 

people involved in the British military. The number suggests that there could have been 

undocumented or even hidden cases of the ethnic South Africans’ involvement in the British 

military when considering the fact that “Britain and the [Boer] republics had claimed that the 

war was among Whites only and denied that they were using Blacks for military purposes”8. 

To back this point up, one source, the South African History Online archives, report that as 

many as 100 000 Zulu, Xhosa, Swazi, Basotho and other ethnic groups participated on the 

British side worked by “carrying dispatches[,] messages [and taking] care of their horses”9. In 

 
7 Warwick, P. (1983). Black people and the South African war: 1899-1902 (pp. 4-5). Accessed 12 February 2020. 
 
8 Thompson, L. M. (1985). The Political Mythology of Apartheid. New Haven: Yale University Press. 
 
9 South African History Online. (2011, March 31). Role of Black people in the South African  

War. Retrieved from https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/role-black-people-south-african-war. 
Accessed 12 February 2020. 
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addition to this, these archives report that “armed Black sentries guarded blockhouses and 

were used to raid Boer farms for cattle”10. On the Boer side, Van Jaarsfeld either fails to 

mention, or did not know about the approximately 10 000 Black South Africans who acted as 

scouts or veterinary service providers, who were also given an Afrikaans name because they 

were involved (but not necessarily fought) in the war: agterryers.11 With this much Black 

South African involvement, it is difficult to suggest that the South African War was a “white 

man’s war”, however, one may still interpret it in this way because the British and the Boers 

still had control over land and Black South African ex-slaves. Therefore, the claim can be made 

that this war was less a “white man’s war” in terms of participation as the participation of 

races was mixed, but it can be considered a “white man’s war” if this suggests that the two 

fighting sides were the European powers. 

 

Concentration Camps 

 

“Imagine the heat outside the tents and the suffocation inside!” remarks Emily Hobhouse in 

her description of The Bloemfontein Camp, a British concentration camp that held “nearly 

2000 people”, of which she reports are majority Boers (transcription of extract in Appendix 

B). Hobhouse recorded the suffering of “hands up men”, or Boers who submitted to British 

takeover12, from the bad living conditions of the concentration camps. Hobhouse  also reports 

that in this family there was “a little Kaffir servant girl”, referring to her South African 

 
10 Ibid. 

 
11 Ibid. 
 
12 Hands-upper, n. (2020). In Dictionary of South African English. Retrieved from  

https://dsae.co.za/entry/hands-upper/e02916. Accessed 13 February 2020. 
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ethnicity, with the five children. In addition to this claim, Van Jaarsfeld reported that the 

“Boers held 32 561 Britons in prisoner-of-war camps”13. The evidence, with such a focus on 

both British and Boer suffering in concentration camps, could lead one to hold the view that 

the Boers and the British had a back-and-fourth of holding prisoners, but only between each 

other, with the exception of British camps holding Black South African servants from Boer 

families and even agterryers. This view would then lead a historian to conclude that, from a 

concentration camp and suffering perspective, this part of the South African War was to a 

large extent a “white man’s war”. However, this perspective only pertains to Boer and British 

camps, which limits the argument by excluding British camps for Black South Africans. 

 

One can claim that Black South Africans were substantially affected by the British 

concentration camps. The map below illustrates the distribution of concentration camps in 

the Transvaal that held native South Africans: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
13 Van Jaarsfeld, F. A. (1975). From Van Riebeeck to Vorster: 1652-1974 (p. 204). An introduction to the history  

of the Republic of South Africa. Johannesburg: Perskor. 
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Photograph B: Distribution of all 65 Black South African concentration camps in South Africa. 

Source in Appendix C. 

 

There were a total of 65 camps according to this map, all exclusively holding Black South 

Africans. In addition to this, historian Stowell Kessler, who has done extensive research about 

native South African camps from a wide variety of sources despite their lesser quality, has 

estimated there were some 115 000 to 120 000 Black South Africans who were held in the 

camps14, and the living conditions can be argued by to be nearly as bad as camps holding 

Boers: over 14 000 total deaths during the South African War in native South African camps15, 

 
14 Kessler, S. (2012). The Black concentration camps of the Anglo-Boer War, 1899-1902. Bloemfontein: War  

Museum of the Boer Republics. Accessed 13 February 2020. Accessed 13 February 2020. 
 

15 South African History Online. (2011, March 31). Black Concentration Camps during the Anglo-Boer War 2,  
1900-1902. Retrieved from https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/black-concentration-camps-during-
anglo-boer-war-2-1900-1902. Accessed 13 February 2020. 
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compared to over 26 000 Boers in their camps.16 It must however be noted that the deaths 

endured by native South Africans can be perceived not to be equal to the number of Boer 

deaths, but it was still present. From the evidence, and the previous argument, one can claim 

that the South African war from a perspective concerning concentration camps was a “white 

man’s war” to some extent, but there were also large numbers of Black South Africans on the 

camps which turns the “white man’s war” claim into more of an “all man’s war”. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, to say that the South African War was a “white man’s war” is both true and 

false, to certain extents. The European powers seemed to have most control and direction 

of the war, as they intended to have after proclaiming the South African War as a “white 

man’s war”. The two sides of the war were European; there was no third power and both 

sides participated the most in the battles. Boers were held on British concentration camps, 

and suffered because of it, and British were also held in Boer prisoner-of-war camps. 

However, it cannot go without saying that there were Black South African participants in the 

war that were possibly in their tens of thousands on each side. Additionally, many native 

South Africans were also held in concentration camps as a result of the war between the 

European powers, with more than half the total deaths in those camps as the Boers. To 

reinstate, the South African War was directed and controlled by “white” European powers, 

but the effect and inclusion of the war can be seen more as an “all man’s war” rather than 

exclusively a “white man’s war”. 

 
16 Van Jaarsfeld, F. A. (1975). From Van Riebeeck to Vorster: 1652-1974 (p. 204). An introduction to the history  

of the Republic of South Africa. Johannesburg: Perskor. 
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Section 3: Reflection 

 

One challenge that I faced, and that many historians would have faced when tackling this 

question is the racial element of it, especially when looking at South Africa. The climate I 

was educated in has made racial discussions a touchy subject, and consequently I found it 

very difficult to empathise and understand Afrikaner historians’ perspectives, like FA Van 

Jaarsfeld’s, that stated that the war was a “white man’s war” because I knew that he had 

racial bias against Black South Africans. I essentially struggled with national bias. Jaarsfeld 

also struggled with national bias; years since he wrote his comprehensive history of South 

Africa, Jaarsfeld had a period of serious intellectual reflection. Jaarsfeld came out saying 

that he now disagrees his Afrikaner nationalism arguments that justify Apartheid. For 

historians writing history at the time or close to the time of events, while living in the 

aftereffect of those events, the historical analysis can be clouded by emotion, leading a 

historian starting at a conclusion and cherry-picking evidence to support their worldview. 

 

To discover a more universal “truth” about history, the extent of which is very debatable, a 

historian must be self-aware of their own perspectives and the criticisms that come with 

them. The worth of a perspective or historical knowledge is partially determined by what 

evidence there is on the subject that suggests a perspective, and even though historians 

struggle with their worldviews being altered, the logical coherency of a historians argument 

should not only be internal, but also coherent with as much historical evidence as possible 

to come closer to a historical analysis that aligns with the events as much as possible. There 

is lots of room for interpretation of events and arguments of why these occur, but it is 
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critical to not diverge historical analysis or opinion from events that refute any argument, if 

the historian wants to be taken seriously by others or to continue the endless paving 

towards “historical truth”. 
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Appendix A 
 
Extracts from L. G. Curtis’s Diary 
 
Diary Extract A: September 18, 190017 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17 Diary File. (2017, November 18). Second Boer War Diary by an Officer of the Imperial Yeomanry. Retrieved  

from https://diaryfile.com/second-boer-war-diary/#the-diary,fb0=1. Accessed 12 February 2020. 
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Diary Extract B: September 18, 190018 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
18 Ibid. 
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Diary Extract C: September 27, 190019 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
19 Ibid. 
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Appendix B 
 
Extracts from The Concentration Camps. Miss Hobhouse’s Report 
 
Hobhouse’s Report Extract20

 
20 Guardian Research Department. (2011, May 19). 19 June 1901: The South African concentration camps.  

Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/theguardian/from-the-archive-
blog/2011/may/19/guardian190-south-africa-concentration-camps. Accessed 13 February 2020. 



“January 26.   
The exile camp here is a good two miles from the town, dumped down on the 

southern slop of a kopje, right out onto the bare brown veld, not a vestige of a tree in any 
direction, nor shade of any description. It was about four o’clock of a scorching afternoon 
when I set foot in the camp, and I can’t tell you what it felt like so I won’t try. 5 

I began by finding a woman whose sister I had met in Capetown. It is much a puzzle 
to find your way in a village of bell tents, no streets or names or numbers. There are nearly 
2000* people in this one camp, of which some few are men – they call them ‘hands up’ men 
– and over 900* children. 

Imagine the heat outside the tents and the suffocation inside! We sat on their khaki 10 
blankets, rolled up, inside Mrs. B.’s tent; and the sun blazed through the single canvas, and 
the flies lay thick and black on everything; no chair, no table, nor any room for such; only a 
deal box, standing on its end, served as a wee pantry. In this tiny tent live Mrs. B.’s five 
children (three quote grown up) and a little Kaffir servant girl. Many tents have more 
occupants. Mrs. P. came in, and Mrs. R. and others, and they told me their stories, and we 15 
cried together, and even laughed together, and chatted bad Dutch and bad English all the 
afternoon. […] While we sat there a snake came in. They said it was a puff adder, very 
poisonous, so they all ran out […]. I could not bear to think that the thing should be at large 
in a community mostly sleeping on the ground.”



Appendix C 
 
Photographs 
 
Photograph A: Driefontein Group Number 1 (Unknown photographer, presumably R C A 
Samuelson)21 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
21 Samuelson, R. C. A. (1974). Long, long ago. Durban, KwaZulu Natal: Griggs. Accessed 12  

February 2020. 
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Photograph B: Distribution of all 65 Black South African concentration camps in South 
Africa22 

 

 
22 Scott, J. L. (2007). British Concentration Camps of the Second South African War (The Transvaal, 1900-1902)  

(p. 101), 1–198. Accessed 13 February 2020. 


